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Legibile City

“districts or landmarks or pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped into an over-all pattern”
Illegibility leads to Disorientation

being lost causes anxiety
Legibility leads to Personal Growth

the image of the environment is made up of what we immediately experience and what we have experienced in the past

we see life through our understanding of the structure of our environment

we establish positive relationship with outside world
Legibility leads to Community Growth

we experience collective memories and communication as a group
An environment that is too ordered affects creativity.

The environment is constantly developing into new things.
An image is a two-way process

environment provokes certain relations

person in environment chooses significance
An image is a two-way process
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Environmental Image

**identity**: “distinction from other things”

**structure**: “spatial or pattern relation”

**meaning**: “practical or emotional relation”
Imageability

“the quality in a physical object which gives it a high probability of evoking a strong image in any given observer”
We re-train ourselves to see “hidden forms”

“the problem of environmental imageability is a new one”
What technology will we introduce into the environmental structure to create and foster new meanings of the environment and of the self?